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Section Two: Structure Part One 

. Do you get green or orange if you …… yellow and blue? 

1) mix 2) would mix

3) would have mixed 4) mixed

. I wonder whether …… life on other planets. 

1) was there 2) there was

3) is there 4) there’s

. They promised that they ……. us next week. 

1) will visit 2) will be visited

3) would visit 4) would have visited

 ****** 
.Jim’s salary is really low; …… , he finds the job very rewarding. 

1) unless 2) even such

3) because 4) nevertheless

. The teacher told George ….. his book. 

1) picking up 2) to pick up

3) pick up 4) picked up

. I don’t know …….. . 
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1) who that woman is 2) who be that woman

3) who’s that woman 4) who that woman be

. Students will receive extra credit…… they hand in their projects early. 

1) although 2) unless

3) provided 4) despite

. ………. this seat for someone? 

1)Would you have saved   2) Should you save

3) Are you saving 4) Are you saved

 ****** 
. ………. is your cousin? Is he an English teacher? 

1) Where 2) What

3) That 4)Who 

. I could not run ………… since I was exhausted. 

1) no longer 2) moreover

3) any further 4) some more

. John’s car broke down on his way to work. ……. , he was late for the meeting. 

1) Moreover 2) The reason of

3) Because 4) Therefore
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. It is almost impossible to get through to anybody because the storm last night 

…… the telephone lines in this area. 

1) should have destroyed 2) had been destroyed

3) destroyed 4) was being destroyed

. Please put your umbrella ……… the door. 

1) beside 2) next

3) across 4) close

. I must admit you ………, but I’m sorry my answer is still NO. 

1) had tried 2) try

3) would try 4) have tried

. How anyone managed ……….. without electricity is difficult to imagine. 

1) living 2) had lived

3) to live 4) would have lived

. If I …….. you, I wouldn’t risk it. 

1) had been 2) were

3) would be 4) am

. Our doctor advised us to have vaccinations ……. we travel to that country. 

1) until 2) before

3) as soon as 4) as long as
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. I’ll make dinner ……. I come home. 

1) as soon as 2) before

3) until 4) while

. If my cousin had waited another month, he could probably ….. a better price 

for the apartment. 

1) be offering 2) have offered

3) offer 4) have been offered

. The teacher warned Jim……. at his friend’s exam paper. 

1) not to look 2) don’t look

3) not look 4)not be looked 

. It is always a pleasure ….. to you. 

1) talk 2) talked

3) talking 4) had talked

. Nobody really knows …….. started the fire. 

1) why 2) what

3) where 4) how

. I don’t know what time ….. 

1) will be the next train 2) is the next train
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3) the next train is 4) would be the next train

. I can’t imagine ……….. going to rescue the passengers. 

1) how they are 2) what are they

3) where they are 4) who they are

. While I was in the library studying, I ….. this fantastic book. 

1) took over 2) came upon

3) made up 4) kept on

. ……. for my supervisor’s help, I could not have finished my PhD dissertation. 

1) Wasn’t it 2) Has it been

3) Wouldn’t it be 4) Had it not been

. After the storm ………. , many people were found miserable. 

1) had finished 2) should have finished

3) would finish 4) finishes

. …………. your permission to leave the meeting a little earlier? 

1) Should I ask 2) May I have

3) Will I request 4) Would I demand

. As is often the case with Jim, he …… late again today. 

1) would have arrived 2) had arrived
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3) did arrive 4) was arriving

. ……….. I practice for many years, I cannot possibly reach my professor’s 

standard. 

1) The more 2) Thus

3) Moreover 4) Even if

: 
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